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As it is the height of planting season , we

thought we would share some tips and tricks

we have learned along the way to ensure a

bountiful harvest. Let us run you through our

guide to soil , plant supports and spacing , pest

control , and a few tips and tricks.

Before planting begins , you will want to make

sure your soil is amended as much as possible

to provide adequate nutrients for your plants.

For our vegetable gardens here at Cordova

Bay, we add a granular fish fertilizer (4-4-4)

and homemade compost. Other options are

mixed granular fertilizers available from garden

centers and farm supply stores , well rotted

manures , aged leaf mulch or bagged compost.

You can add as many of these amendments as

you wish , just make sure to add something.

You will want to turn all these amendments in ,

either with a fork , shovel , or rototiller. This will

also help loosen the soil and provide oxygen

for microorganisms. It is always a good idea to

water the soil thoroughly prior to planting.

The Bay Farm &  Flowers
By: Chelsea Welch and Morgan Wilkins - Horticulturists
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The first thing to think about is support for

plants that need it, like tomatoes , cucumbers ,

peas , beans , squash , and taller flowers. It is

much easier to sow seed or plant starts

around supports rather than build around

seeded areas or tiny plants. For our annual

flower beds , we like to use clear plastic netting

attached to wooden stakes or rebar. This

supports taller flowers and helps deter the

pesky deer! Make to sure to use netting with

large enough holes for the plants to grow

through. The netting may not be the easiest on

the eyes while the plants are small , however

will not be visible once the plants grow taller. Veggie garden after soil amendments

Peas planted after support was out in place
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Whether you are planting from seed or buying starts

from the garden center, it is imperative that each

plant is given enough space. It may be tempting to

cram in as much as possible, but crowded plants will

produce much less and be quicker to bolt (go to

seed). If you start from seed, make sure to thin the

plants to the spacing indicated on the seed packet.

Often when you buy a container of starts from a

grower, there may be multiple plants that need to be

gently teased apart and planted separately. A good

example of this is potted annual herbs such as

cilantro, basil, dill, or parsley. Although it seems easier

to just plunk the whole bunch in the ground, you will 

have a much more abundant and longer harvest if

you take the time to separate them. Make sure the

soil is moist, not soaking wet or very dry, before you

tease the plants apart. After planting seeds or starts,

make sure to water in well.

When starting from seed, the timing varies greatly for

different varieties of vegetables and flowers. Some

things need to be started as soon as January

(indoors) and some things need to wait until the

warmth of June (outdoors). We follow the West

Coast Seeds Planting charts, available on their

website, which are specific to our area. 
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Many plants benefit from a technique

called “pinching”. This is when you pinch or

cut off the top few inches of a young plant

to promote branching out, thus increasing

fruit and flower production. This technique

can be used with herbs such as basil , dill

and cilantro and cut flowers such as sweet

peas , zinnias , snapdragons , and marigolds. 

When re-potting or planting tomatoes ,

pinch off all the lower leaves except for the

top 3-4 leaflets , then bury the stem all the

way to the remaining leaves. All the tiny

hairs you see on the tomato stem will turn

into roots!

A layer of mulch or compost around your

plants will go a long way to retain soil

moisture and suppress weeds. Fertilizing

your plants regularly with a water-soluble

fertilizer such as liquid seaweed will keep

plants happy and productive.

Here are a couple of tricks to increase your

production for a few varieties:

Bean Trellis: AfterBean Trellis: Before

Sweet peas after pinching off
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removing the culprits by hand. Also, slugs and snails

prefer wet environments and feed primarily at night,

so watering in the morning and allowing the soil and

plants to dry by the evening will create a less

desirable condition for them. Many people panic

when aphids are spotted on their plants, but there is

no reason to worry. Aphids usually inhabit plants that

are stressed, so the first step to take is ensuring your

plant has enough water and nutrients.  Aphids are an

integral part of the food chain and will often be eaten

by beneficial insects such as ladybugs and

lacewings. An easy method to remove aphids is with

a daily spray from the hose and if any remain once

you harvest, simply wash them off in the sink!

Occasionally you will be dealing with some sort of

garden pest. This is the topic we receive the most

questions about and unfortunately there is no

guaranteed solution for any one pest. Creating a

fenced garden or covering plants with netting can

protect them from deer and birds. Sprinkling

meatmeal, applying homemade garlic sprays or

using a commercial deer repellant spray can also

deter deer. There are many techniques to deter

slugs and snails such as encouraging beneficial

predators like birds, frogs, and snakes, spreading

diatomaceous earth, broken eggshells, wool, or

garden safe slug & snail bait. Although time

consuming,    our   most    effective    technique    is

Arial shot of a portion of one veggie garden

SnailSlug
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Birdies of the Bay
By: Bob Reese and John Costello - Birders & Photographers

Photos of the Swainson's and Varied Thrush by Chantal Jacques - Wildlife Photographer 

The Hermit Thrush (Catharus guttatus) has been

characterized as having a chunky shape similar to

that of an American Robin, but smaller. Yes, they are

cousins to Robins and Varied Thrushes. They stand

upright, often with the slender, straight bill slightly

raised. Like other thrushes, the head is round and the

tail fairly long. 

They are brown on the head and back, with a

distinctly reddish tail. The underparts are pale with

distinct spots on the throat and smudged spots on

the breast. On close inspection, a pale eyering can

be seen.

Like their cousins, they hop and scrape in leaf litter

while foraging. They perch low to the ground on

fallen logs and shrubs, often wandering into open

areas such as forest clearings or trails. 

Through the efforts of some very dedicated people,

the Western Bluebirds (Sialia mexicana), who are

members of the thrush family, are being restored to

Vancouver Island. The individual bird houses

sprinkled around the course represent our attempt to

attract some breeding pairs. Yes, they are currently

occupied by both Tree and Violet-green Swallows,

but with fingers crossed, we hope some returning

migrants will eventually be attracted to the habitat at

the course and settle in. 

These smaller thrushes with their distinctive blue

backs and rusty-orange chest can be readily

identified by even the most casual birder. They are

larger than a sparrow, but smaller than a Robin.

These birds are highly social, and usually feed in

flocks during the non-breeding season. They hunt

insects by dropping to the ground from a low perch.

They will also frequently feed on berries in trees.

Where they are prevalent, these cavity nesters can

be found perching on fences and utility lines. 
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Swainson’s Thrushes (Catharus ustulatus) are

medium-sized with round heads and short, straight

bills, rusty-brown along their backs, with thinner, buffy

eyerings that extend to the front of the eye. Their

pale chests are accented by medium-brown spots

and bordered on each side with a dark brown stripe.

The combination of their fairly long wings and

medium-length tail can make the back half of the bird

appear long. In some their breeding areas along the

Pacific they are referred to as the “Russet-backed”

Thrush. 

These are shy but vocal birds that generally prefer

dark forest habitat. They forage for insects and other

arthropods on or near the ground. In the fall and 

during migration to their tropical forest habitat they

will eat small fruits such as wild cherries and Virginia

creeper. 

This forest bird is rarely found far from closed-

canopy forest. Breeding habitat is a mix of

deciduous and coniferous forest. In the Rocky

Mountains and along the Pacific coast they can

sometimes be found in dense alder thickets along

streams running through coniferous forest.

The nest, which is built by the female, can be from 2

to 10 feet above the ground. After an incubation

period of 12-14 days both parents attend to the

feeding of the nestlings. Within 10-13 days the young

will leave the nest.
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American Robins (Turdus migratorius) are very

common on the course. The head varies from jet

black to gray, with white arcing above and below the

eye. The throat is white with black streaks, the breast

is a reddish-orange and the underside of the rump is

white. The bill is mainly yellow with a variably dark tip,

the dusky area becoming more extensive in winter,

and the legs and feet are brown. These early

morning risers make their presence known by

vocalizing what’s been described as a “rich caroling

song.” Their distribution stretches from southern

Canada down to central Mexico. With an estimated

current population of 370+ million, they are thought

to be the most abundant bird in North America. 

Robins eat different types of food depending on the

time of day and the season. Earthworms in the

morning  and  more  fruit  later  in  the  day.  Because 

Robins forage mostly on lawns, they are vulnerable to

pesticide poisoning. 

As one of the earliest bird species to lay its eggs,

some pairs can nest as many as 3 times in a season.

Although, it might be surprising to know that some

researchers estimate that only 40% of nests produce

young. Of those that hatch, about 25% are estimated

to survive to November. From that point on, about ½
of the robins alive will survive to the next year. While

life spans of up to 14 years have been recorded

(extremely rare), it is thought that the vast majority of

the entire population turns over around every 6

years.

The adult robin's main predators are hawks,

domestic cats, and snakes. Juveniles and eggs are

preyed upon by squirrels, snakes, and some birds,

such as Steller's jays, Crows, and Ravens.
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The Varied Thrush (Ixoreus naevius), while a cousin

to the Robin, is not as readily seen. This species

breeds in dark understories of humid evergreen and

mixed forests along the Pacific Coast. Incubation

which lasts about 2 weeks is performed solely by the

female. After hatching both parents will share

responsibilities for feeding and care of the nestlings.

They capable of 2 broods per year. In the winter,

many will move into dense parks, gardens, and

occasionally backyards. 

They primarily feed on the ground, usually under

dense cover but sometimes on open lawns; and

mayuse their bills to toss leaf-litter aside in the search

for insects. Like the Robin they will consume seeds

and berries either in trees and shrubs or after they fall

to ground. 

Male Varied Thrushes are dark blue-gray on the

back with a contrasting burnt-orange breast outlined

with a grayish-black breastband. An orange outline is

readily visible over the eye. The wings are blackish

with two orange bars and orange edging to the flight

feathers. Females have the same patterns, but are

paler gray-brown than males. They are roughly the

size of Robins. 

Final Notes / Comments:

Purple Martins: On May 13th, two mature Purple

Martin males were sighted on the nest boxes closest

to the 17th green. In addition, it appears as though a

female may already be sitting on a nest. She was

visible through the entrance to the nest box after the

male in the photo exited. 

Coffee Drinkers: If you don’t already consume

shade-grown coffee, please consider making the

change if only to help preserve the wintering habitat

for both Western Tanagers and their cousins the

Scarlet Tanager. Unfortunately much of their habitat

has been clear cut to make room for plantations that

want to grow coffee in direct sunlight. Plantations

grow coffee under a canopy of trees, make a specific

effort to preserve the traditional wintering habitat for

these and other wintering migrants. These birds,

which are considered threatened, could certainly use

your help. For a quick look at a Western Tanager, go

to this link

Quick Bird Facts: For any who have an interest in

learning more about birds, consider listening to

episodes of Bird Note. Episodes, which are generally

under 2~3 minutes, focus on interesting facts or bird

behaviours. You can listen to them on your computer,

or as a podcast on your smartphone. Here’s a link
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An Open Letter About Fishing

May 2021

Joe/Joanne Golfer

CEO, Your Game

Victoria, CRD

British Columbia

VIS ION

Dear Golfer,

I believe you need an appropriate ‘fishing guide’ for your personal golf voyage. Without one, you are bound to

get frustrated and you are likely to sense that your golf seas are never calm.

What does a ‘fishing guide’ do? The best fishing guides prepare you for fun! They ensure that people don’t

waste time fishing in the wrong waters. Have you ever found your mind jumping around from thought to

thought? Maybe this will work. Maybe that will work. There’s a pretty strong chance you’ve ended up fishing in

the wrong waters with that approach. Perhaps you’ve been on the way home after a trip to the range and

wondered, “Was I enforcing poor habits or just spinning my wheels?”

How can a trained golf professional fill the role of experienced fishing guide for you? Your coach can climb

aboard as your first mate and guide for your voyage. With expert navigation skills, you’ll spend your time

fishing in abundant waters while you gain ownership of your golf voyage.

I invite you to connect with me. Send me an email at the address provided below. I promise to put you in touch

with a golf professional who is likely to be a great fit for you. That fit may be with me, or with another capable

staff professional. We currently have six PGA of Canada golf professionals who have teaching/coaching roles

here at Cordova Bay. We have coaching “specialists” for various ages, abilities and experience levels.

Sincerely,

Brian Hann

PGA of Canada

Pro-spective
By: Brian Hann - Teaching Professional, PGA of Canada
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It’s 4:15 in the morning and on most days, my alarm

clock wakes me up. But often, in anticipation of the

morning chores ahead, I arise ahead of my alarm and

the beautiful sunrise to embrace another summer

day of maintenance activities on the golf course.

Although we don’t always do the same course

preparations, a look into this morning’s activities

should shed some light on what happens at the

forefront of that first tee time each morning.

The team is made of 24 individuals, working together

in unison to prepare the playing surfaces each

morning for those awaiting to experience Cordova

Bay. Today, like every other day, the start of our

shifts is purposely staggered so that each procedure

can follow in the correct sequential order. Today,

there are 20 of us on the schedule to carry out the

morning assignments. As usual, Rob is first in to

warm up his fairway mower at 4:45 am so that his

first pass on one fairway can occur prior to 5:00 am. 

 will be going out for the morning. 

A Typical Maintenance Morning
By: Dean Piller - Superintendent 

Our other fairway operator, Ken Youell, has been

with us for over 30 years and my best guess is that

he has placed laser stripes on fairways for over

5,000 mornings. Our head mechanic, Bev Lichty

often arrives around the same time as Rob and Ken

so that he can open the shop and set up the

equipment that will be going out for the morning.
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The next wave of maintenance activities also starts

at 4:45 am with Dallas and Stuart adding sand to any

of the bunkers that need it. Dave rolls in at the same

time for spot watering duties throughout the course

and I began my day by applying Calpril Lime to the

Bay Course tee boxes and their surroundings. We

apply Calpril to most playing surfaces roughly 3

times per year in the spring, summer and fall as a

calcium supplement and more importantly to slightly

raise our soil pH between 6.5 and 7. The next four

team members, Paul, Brian, Emma, and Maddie roll

out the door at 5:15 am to walk mow Bay greens. The

mowing of greens today is followed by a roll of the

putting surfaces at 5:30 by Ken H. and Miranda for

extra smoothness and approximately a 10% increase

in green speeds in preparation for a busy day on the

links. 

Also starting at 5:30 am, Jacob, who is one of our

primary sprayer operators, is changing the hole

locations on each green and GPS mapping the new

fairway program for his Friday’s bi-weekly fairway

nutrition spray. With the addition of new tee boxes on

2, 3, 9, 11, and 17, slight adjustments were made to the

contour on several fairways. Our fairways now

measure 893,000 square feet or 20.5 acres. This

GPS sprayer, with 22 independently run nozzles,

ensures that almost every drop of our spray nutrition

hits the intended target. This hi-tech sprayer has

saved us close to 10% product during our

applications since it was purchased two and a half

years ago. Last to roll in for a 5:30 am start is Nick

Parry. Nick has been rolling through our front door

every morning for over 28 years and has set a record

for repairing the most fairway divots, which is why he

is affectionately referred to as “The Great One.”

At 5:45 am, Luke and Olivia roll through the door for

their assignment of repairing Bay and Ridge tee

divots and emptying the course recycling boxes. In

addition to these duties, they use rakes to touch up

any bunkers where sand wasn’t added by Dallas and

Stuart. This process usually starts approximately 15-

30 minutes behind the hole changing (pin circuit) so

that the yardages can be lasered on the par 3’s to

the new pin placement. Also starting at the same

time this morning are Amy and Nikeely for their

morning assignment of mowing all the club lawns

throughout the facilities we maintain. Last but not

least, Morgan and Chelsea arrive to carry out their

day of keeping the Gardens of the Bay beautiful. 

Missing in action today with a well-deserved day off

are Ed, Rick, Brandon, and Ken who round out our

team. These 23 amazing people, who I have the

pleasure of working with each day, take so much

pride in their work that it makes it easier to pop out of

bed when that alarm clock rings in the middle of the

night. 
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Thought to have originated around the 17th century in

the border region of Spain and France, Cab Franc

slowly moved northward into Bordeaux and

eventually the Loire Valley.  Cabernet Franc can now

be found around the world. Either as a blending grape

or a single varietal it is found in France, Italy (Super

Tuscans), Hungary, Chile, Argentina, New York State,

California, Australian and Canada

Cabernet Franc is relatively easy to grow and, due to

ripening about a week earlier than its offspring, has

been a key component of the “Bordeaux Insurance

Policy” Here it is used primarily as a blending grape,

whose fraction increases and decreases depending

on the weather and how the others ripen. It brings 

Try the Other Cabernet
By: Grant Soutar - Bill Mattick's Restaurant Manager & Sommelier 

Cabernet Sauvignon is the most planted red wine

grape in the world. Used in blends or as single varietal

wines, Cab Sauv can be found in almost every wine

growing region (even those where it doesn’t truly

belong). In some areas it is used merely as a blending

grape, in others it is the star of the show, making big

and beautifully bold red wines. But there is another

Cabernet, the parent grape of the aforementioned

Cab Sauv (as well as merlot). Also grown around the

world and used in the much same way, this one is

only the 17th most planted grape and is often

overlooked by both wine makers and consumers.

The grape in question, Cabernet Franc.

acidity, floral and herb notes and softness of tannins

to the mix. 

But it was in the Loire that Cab Franc found a place

to shine. In subregions like Bourgueil, Anjou and

Chinon, it is the main planted red grape used in the

production of 100% Cab Franc wines. These wines

are defined by a balance of red and black fruit,

herbaceous & floral aromas, pepper, pencil shavings,

earthiness and full but soft tannins. Not as big and

bold as Cabernet Sauvignon but as climate changes,

we are finding many more single varietal options and

they can be absolutely delicious.

In Canada, Cabernet Franc is emerging as an

important variety where it now ranks 4th in plantings

of red wine grapes. Grown on the Niagara Peninsula,

Lake Erie region, the Okanagan Valley and more, Cab

Franc is used to make a variety of styles. Still found

as a blending grape in many Bordeaux style wines

(often labelled locally as Meritage) it can also be

found as the primary grape in icewines, rosés and

single varietal options. With the shorter growing

seasons in Canada’s northerly wine regions, earlier

ripening Cabernet Franc is the perfect choice.

How does Cabernet Franc differ from its more

popular offspring? On the palate, you will generally

find Cabernet Franc to have firmer acidity, lighter

body and softer tannins with more floral and

herbaceous characters on the nose. As with other

wines, climate has a great deal to do with the final

product. Cooler regions like the Loire and Canada will

(generally) have more acidity and more

herbaceousness. Warmer climates like Italy, Australia

and South America will lean toward bolder, juicier and

more black fruit examples. Rosés from Cabernet

Franc can be spectacular with fresh red fruits, floral

and herb aromas and bright acidity, strawberry,

melon and rose petals on the palate.
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Three Sisters Cabernet Franc, Okanagan Valley, BC

$28.90 direct from winery

Full bodied with plum and dark stone fruit on the nose. Palate mirrors the nose with

subtle spice creating a lasting finish. A little tougher to find but definitely worth the

effort, this wine is available direct from the winery or here at Bill Mattick’s Restaurant.

Domaine de L’R Le Canal des Grands Pieces, Chinon, Loire Valley

France

$34.99 BCLDB

This Cab Franc is bright ruby/fuchsia colour, with aromas of black cherries,

blackberries, currents, licorice, tomato leaf, and spice box. Dry, with high acidity,

moderate, balanced tannins, medium body, crunchy with youthful red and black fruit

flavours in a medium long finish. Meant for early drinking within 5 years. Great with

charcuterie, poultry, Mediterranean cuisine.

Hester Creek Cabernet Franc Rosé, Okanagan Valley, BC 

$19.99 BCLDB

Bright and refreshingly unoaked, this rosé has delightful scents of wild strawberry,

raspberry, pick grapefruit and stone-fruit with a hint of white pepper. On the palate you

will find ripe strawberry, rhubarb, cherry and a touch of vanilla. Perfect for a warm

summer day on the patio.

If you like Cabernet Sauvignon and are looking for something new, try Cabernet Franc either red or rosé. Look

for something from a quality producer in the Loire Valley, maybe a Super Tuscan or give your support to one

of our fantastic BC winemakers, I don’t think you will be disappointed. (check my monthly wine picks for some

ideas)

Monthly Wine Picks

30th Anniversary Kölsch

In Celebration of 30 “Odd Years of Golf” at Cordova Bay, we have partnered with Victoria’s

Höyne Brewing to bring you an anniversary beer. Beginning in May, just ask for an “Odd One”

at the kiosk, Ridge Café or in Bill Mattick’s Restaurant to try a limited edition tall can of Höyne

Kölsch with the Cordova Bay Golf 30th Anniversary label. 
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From 1985 to 1989, I served in the Cabinet Office of

the BC government as Secretary to the Environment

and Land Use Committee of Cabinet (ELUC). My job

was to assist the Ministers who served on the

Committee in their deliberations, make sure they had

all the relevant documentation, keep a record of their

discussions, and pass along their decisions to full

Cabinet or directly to the Lieutenant Governor as

appropriate. One of the roles of the Committee was

to consider applications to remove farmland from the

Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR). Most often these

applications were for urban development, sometimes

for institutional purposes, but occasionally for golf

courses. 

When the ALR was first created in the early 70s, golf

courses were a permitted use within the ALR, but

sometime in the early 80s, the regulations under the

legislation were changed, and golf courses were no

longer permitted. As a result, if the owner of a

property in the ALR wanted to use their lands for a

golf course, they had to apply to the Agricultural Land

Commission in Burnaby to have the property

removed from the reserve. If they were turned down,

they could then appeal the decision to the Cabinet

Committee and elected Ministers could overrule the

decision of the Commission if they chose, and allow

the development to proceed.

One of the applications that came across my desk to

forward to the Minsters during my time in the Cabinet

Office 

was the application to remove the lands that

Cordova Bay Golf Course now stands on from the

ALR so that the course could be built. As a

fastidiously neutral civil servant, I would never let my

own opinions on these matters be known to the

Ministers, but would often sit at my desk and silently

root for a particular outcome. Such was the case in

this application for Cordova Bay and I was secretly

very pleased when the Ministers approved the

application. From time to time, when I’m out on the

course or when I see how much pleasure the course

has brought to so many people, I’m happy to know

that I had a very small hand in it.

As a footnote, due to the difficulty this course and

other proposals had in getting approved, I suggested

to Ministers that they might wish to consider

changing the ALR regulations to make golf courses a

“conditional use” within the reserve, but allow the

Commission to set conditions to maintain the long

term viability of the land to be used for agriculture in

the future, while at the same time, permitting the golf

course development to proceed. Ministers agreed, I

worked with the Ministry of the Attorney General on

an amendment to the regulations, it was approved,

and as a result many other courses were built.

Sometimes, golfers may serve in key government

positions and silently advance the cause of the game

we love - fastidiously neutrally of course. 
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Member Stories
Submitted by: Jamie Alley, Men's Club Member

We asked you over the last few months to tell us your favourite Cordova Bay golf stories. We have had

several submissions (many of which we will use in future editions of the Foreward Press). If you have a story to

share, contact Jim at jim.goddard@cordovabaygolf.com

https://twitter.com/CordovaBay
https://www.facebook.com/cordovabay/
https://www.instagram.com/golfcordovabay/
http://www.cordovabaygolf.com/
https://www.cordovabaygolf.com/dining-events-and-weddings/


Course construction

The land upon which the Bay Course is located (pre-1991)

Maintenance Building construction

Maintenance Building construction

Starter Stand construction
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Bay Course (notice the Ridge construction in the background

9th Green (1999)

Clubhouse (2001)

Bay Course with a nearly complete Ridge Course
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Online Booking for Range and PARC

Over the past year, we have seen many changes to how we operate here  at Cordova Bay Golf Couse. Two

of the most notable changes have been to our practice facilities - the driving range and the Ridge 'PARC' area.

You can now  go online and book your time slots for both of these practice facilities. To access, click on the

'Online Booking'  button from our website.

Having these facilities available online should help everyone plan out their week a bit better and we are

excited to see it in action!

Other Tidbits

 

Ping Fittings Available

Members will now have the opportunity to get custom fitted by our

professionals for Ping golf equipment. Currently, we have the new iron lineup

available for fittings and the new G425 coming in soon!

Want More to Read?

Bill Currie, one of our current Men's Club Member, has written an

article about some of our longest serving staff here at Cordova Bay.

This includes Dean Piller (superintendent), Jim Goddard (Director of

Golf), and Walter Gurtner (Executive Chef). He also writes a brief

history of the course and provides a nice overview of our our

projects and neighbourhood. Click here for a nice read and thank

you Bill. Photo by Bill Currie

https://twitter.com/CordovaBay
https://www.facebook.com/cordovabay/
https://www.instagram.com/golfcordovabay/
http://www.cordovabaygolf.com/
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